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In this paper we provide a succinct characterization of coin-
tegration and a criterion that leads to a novel, and very simple
test for cointegration. We also provide a restatement and proof
of the characterizations given in Engle and Granger (1987) (EG),
correcting a number of minor errors and misstatements.
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1 Introduction
The topic of cointegration has already developed a large, and still ex-
panding, literature. It is certainly not our intention to recount it here,
since excellent reviews, at various levels of complexity have appeared, as
in Johansen (1991), Dickey, Jansen and Thornton (1992), Perman (1991),
and others.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a characterization of cointe-
gration that leads to a very simple, and easily implemented test. The
major contributions of the paper are:
i. it gives a characterization of cointegration for I(d) processes;
* This is a preliminary verision and is not to be quoted, except by permission of
the author. Comments, however, are welcome.
I wish to thank Roger Miller and Peter Phillips for interesting conversations and
comments on an earlier version.
ii. it provides an explicit representation of the covariance matrix of
7(1) and 7(2) processes;
iii. it provides the means for obtaining the covariance matrix of pro-
cesses that are either fractionally integrated, or integrated of order
greater than two;
iv. it ties this topic to the work of R. A. Stone (1947), and, more
importantly, avoids the excessively complicating and often opaque
discussions in the literature as to what cointegration means and
how to test for its presence;
v. it provides a simpler and more complete proof of the Granger rep-
resentation theorem, Engle and Granger (1987), thereafter referred
to as EG, which elicits the implications of cointegration for 7(1)
processes;
vi. it suggests a novel test for cointegration based on the newly estab-
lished form of the covariance matrix for 7(1) processes, to be more
fully explored in a later paper;
vii. it provides at least a judgemental way in which one may distinguish






Definition 1. Let X = {Xt : t E .V} be a stochastic sequence defined
on the probability space ( Q,, A, V), where j\f is the integer lattice on
R i.e. the set {t : t — 0 ± 1,±2,...} . The sequence X is said to be
integrated of order d, denoted by X ~ I(d), if and only ii '
Y={Yt:teAT, Yt = (I-L)dXt], (1)
1
 In this, as in all subsequent definitions or discussions, it is to be Ui. rstood
that relations are stated in the lowest possible terms; thus in Definition 1, ^ is to
be understood that d is the lowest possible positive number (typically integer) for
which the definition is valid. It is certainly quite evident that if X is integrated of
(integer) order d, it is also integrated of (integer) order d ford>d.
is a (square integrable) stationary sequence.
Since in this literature distributional assumptions are seldom made, it is
important to stress that what is meant by ''stationarity" is covariance
stationarity and, in Definition 1, the phrase "is a stationary sequence"
could be replaced by uis a square integrable covariance stationary se-
quence" . The most general form we shall consider for Yt is the so called
general linear process3
j=0
where {etj : j 6 Afo} , ao = 1, Yl'jLo \aj\ < oo is a sequence of constants,
and the t -sequence is a white-noise process with parameter a2, to be
denoted by WN(a2).
The definition is precisely the same for multivariate (or vector) pro-
cesses, i.e. a sequence of random elements X , as above, is I(d) if and
only if Y = (/ — L)dX is a square integrable covariance stationary pro-
cess. Again the most general case we shall deal with is
j=0
where the e-sequence is a MWN(H) process, (a multivariate white noise
process with parameter £ ), and the nonstochastic matrices Aj obey,
{Aj : j > 0, Ao = / „ Ei^oll^ill < °°} > where || || is a suitable
norm. The last condition ensures that the general linear (vector) process
converges with probability one.
Noting that, for r > 0 ,
i=o
2
 The existence of second moments is not explicitly stated in discussions of inte-
grated processes in the econometrics literature; it is, however, strongly implied by the
context. We take this opportunity to note that, unless otherwise stated, stationarity
will mean covariance stationarity; when we speak of the covariance matrix of a sta-
tionary process we shall always mean that such covariance matrices are nonsingular,
unless otherwise stated to the contrary.
3
 In this context, and as was noted in footnote one, it is to be understood that the
general linear process, represented by the operator YiT-o aj ^ > o r ^n ^ e multivariate
case "^jLoAjL* , does not have a unit root, i.e., it cannot be represented by
U - L) E ~ o DjU , such that £ J1 O || Dt ||< oo .
T = l
* ( 0 ) || + 2 ( E M ; - 1 1 1 I I s II I E M i I I I . ( 3 )
we verify that the process in question is indeed a covariance stationary
process. It is also easy to see that if the process X were in existence in
the indefinite past, the covariance matrix of any element, say Xt., would
be undefined since it would involve, even in the simplest of cases with
d = 1 , the sum
Hm £ Var(V/.).
j = -S
Thus, in dealing with integrated processes we cannot operate without
assuming certain initial conditions that limit the extent to which the
past of the process is relevant. Typically, such initial conditions are of
the form
X_3. = 0, at least for 0 < j < d, d>\, (4)
although other initial conditions can also be handled without undue com-
plications.
The following procedure enables us to deal with any integrated process. 4
Since we deal with
we have, formally,
X', = (l-L)-%, (6)
The meaning of the operator (I — L)~d is to be understood in terms of the
isomorphism between the algebra of the lag operator, L , and the algebra
of polynomials in the real or complex indeterminate z . We further write
formally, for any a ,
(-
r!
4 Note that replacing -<i by a context free parameter a , the argument below is
valid for any a . It is, thus, a rather trivial matter to deal with fractional differencing,
i.e. to examine sequences of the form (7 — L)~aXt. = r]t. , where a is a fraction,
proper or improper.
While it is true that this expansion does not converge for |~| > 1 , the
coefficients of the various powers of z are valid in the sense that if we
invoke the isomorphism noted in Dhrymes (1982), the expansion of the
operator (/ — L)~d becomes, for r = t — 1 ,
s=o \ s /
for the special case d = 1 we obtain
X =
for d = 2
t-i
t- £_j \ I It — 3- t~i^ > I t — 3 ' £^l\
t-i / s \ f t-i tJ it—
3=0 \"V S = 0 j=l
3=0 \ 5 / 3=0
and so on. The same results will be obtained if Eq. (7) is solved
recursively, for d = 1 and d = 2 , respectively. This is the sense in which
the formal operations of Eqs. (5) and (6) are to be understood.
2.2 Cointegrated Sequences
Of special interest, in the context of integrated series, is the notion of
cointegration defined below.
Definition 2. Let X be a multivariate I(d) process as in Definition 1;
the components of the random elements Xt. are said to be cointegrated
of order d, 6, denoted by X ~ CI(d,b), if and only if there exists at
least one nontrivial vector /3 such that
It is said to be cointegrated of order d, 6, and of cointegrating rank
r , denoted by CI(d, 6, r ) , if and only if there exist exactly r linearly
independent vectors, say /?.,-, such that for B = (/3.i, / 3 . 2 , . . . , /3.r)
Xt.B = Zt.~I(d-b), Zt. = {z«), ztt = Xt.f1,, i = l , 2 , 3 , . . . , r . (8)
Having defined what we wish to mean by cointegration, it would be
useful to obtain a criterion by which we may determine whether a given
sequence is cointegrated.
Remark 1. It is remarkable that although the literature on cointe-
gration is voluminous, no characterization has been published, and no
implications have been drawn, directly from its definition. It is one of
the contributions of this paper that it provides such a characterization
and a test based on it.
We begin with an example
Example 1. Consider the /(I) sequence whose forcing function is
MMA(oo), (multivariate or vector moving average of infinite order) i.e.
the process X = {Xt. : t € Af} is such that
oo
X't. = X't_lm + rj't., v,'t. = Y^ Ajt't^ Ao = / „ (9)
j=o
and the t -process is (multivariate white noise process with covariance E )
MWN{Yi); it is necessary to assume certain initial conditions, otherwise
the covariance matrix of such process is, for every t, undefined. These
are, essentially, that e_j. = 0, for j > 0. Given these initial conditions
we find 5
t-i t-i ft-\ \
3=0 j=l \j=0 J
where
~ i- ( i i )
with the convention that 60,0 = AQ = Iq. It may be further verified that
the first and second matrices in Eq. (10) yield, respectively,
t-\ t-\ t-i
— ij/fw = 5^ jBi = So t-iSfY^ rAr) + y ^ 5 r l _ i E 5 n r 1 or, alternatively,
j = l r=O r = l
t - 1 t - 1
j = l r = l
£-1
- i . (12)
3-0
5
 Greater detail in the derivation of these results may be found in the author's
Topics in Time Series, (1994), unpublished.
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Thus, we see that if we take the first al ternative and we wish the process
X to be cointegrated we must have an additional condition satisfied by
the forcing function of this example, viz.
oo
^ jA,-, must converge absolutely,
3=0
i.e. that on an element by element basis6 J^jLo j\als\ < °° •
If we take the second option, we illustrate why specifying the forcing
function as MMA(oo) (as in EG) results in certain irritating features.
For example, it is impossible to enforce the cointegrating condition for
stationarity, since it is not possible with a fixed matrix B to induce the
condition that
B'Cov{X't.)B = B'
is independent of t, without requiring a condition that As — 0, for
s > k! To avoid such difficulties we shall assume, in future discussion,
that the forcing function is MMA(k), with k < oo.
Remark 2. Notice that in the example above neither #o nor $i are
invariant with respect to t; therefore it is really not possible, strictly
speaking, to obtain cointegration. This is due to the nature of the speci-
fication of the forcing function, and the initial conditions we had imposed.
If the forcing function is MMA(k), however large k may be, the ma-
trices in question will be of fixed form, for t > k. We shall revisit this
issue below.
Returning to the case of an arbitrary integrated sequence of order d in
Eq. (7), we note that the expansion therein becomes, after the change in
variable j = t — s , the canonical representation
**• = £ , ,• k- (13)
and we can employ the apparatus of the previous example to obtain a
representation of its covariance matrix. By definition
Notice that this condition is ensured by convergence in norm, i.e. if
N
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T = l r=O
A consequence of the development above is the characterization of the
covariance matrix of an I(d) in
Proposition 1. Let X = {Xt. : t £ TV} be a multivariate I(d) process





where ^,-, 0 < i < 2J — 1 . are square matrices of order q.
Proof: From Eq. (17) we have
'~§T§ - r -
whence it is seen that it involves the sum of a product of d — 1 tern,
each of which contains a quardatic term. Hence, it involves the sum of
2(d — 1) powers of integers. It follows therefore that <^ r)T contains at
least one term which is of degree 2d — \.
q.e.d.
2.3 Characterization of Cointegration
In the preceding sections we gave a definition of cointegration; the def-
inition is typically a simple, as well as an easily grasped and extended
statement of the concept we wish to define. In the contemporary ethos of
mathematics, the definition is quickly followed by an operational criterion
which gives succinctly a relatively simple procedure (criterion) by which
one may decide whether a given entity conforms to the requirements of
the definition. For example one may define the (column/row) rank of
a matrix as the number of linearly independent (columns/rows) it
contains. This is a simple and easily grasped notion, but does not im-
mediately give rise to a relatively simple procedure for determining the
rank of a matrix. In the case of square matrices (of order n ), we have
the characterization that such a matrix is of rank n if and only if its
determinant is nonnull.
Such a characterization is absent from the econometric literature of
cointegration, where much of the published work is devoted to establish-
ing the validity of certain implications of cointegration. Our task in
this section is to establish such a characterization of cointegration. We
have
Proposition 2. Let A' be a (multivariate) I{d) process as in Definition
1; X is CI(d,d,r) if and only if7
tt0 + *i( t) , (21)
such that
i. $o does not depend on i , rank(^0) > r and the intersection of
the null space of ^o and ^i(t) consists only of the zero vector;
ii. rank( ^\{t)) = q — r , i.e. there exists an appropriately dimensioned
matrix B of rank, at most, r such that ^i(t)B = 0.
Proof: Since for fixed t, given the initial conditions imposed in the
econometric literature, the covariance matrix of Xt. is bounded, while it
becomes unbounded with t, we may without loss of generality write
Necessity: if X is CI(d,d,r), there exists a matrix B of rank r such
that for Zt. = Xt.B ,
Cov(Z|.) = B'q0B + B'
7
 These conditions are to be understood in the context of Remark 2.
The expression above defines Zt. as a square integrable stationary process,8
only if £ > , ( * ) £ = 0, and B'VQB > 0. Thus, ^ ( i ) is of rank q-r
and, since B spans the null space of ^\(t), the intersection of the lat-
ter and the null space of ^ 0 consists only of the null vector. Moreover,
rank(^o) > **, otherwise B'^QB need not be positive definite, which
completes the proof of necessity.
Sufficiency: suppose conditions i and ii are satisfied; then, there exists
a suitably dimensioned matrix, B of rank, at most, r such that Zt. =
Xt.B is a stationary process with fixed covariance matrix B ^QB > 0,
or equivalently Zt. ~ 1(0).
q.e.d.
Remark 3. If one can prove the converse of Proposition 2. viz. that if
the covariance matrix of a process is a (matrix) polynomial of
degree Id — 1 , then the process in question is I(d), Proposition
2, may be modified into a characterization of CI(d, 6, r) . Otherwise we
are left with
Corollary 1. Let X be an I(d) process, as in Proposition 2, and
suppose there exists a suitably dimensioned matrix, B, of rank r such
that Zt. = Xt.B is I(d — 6), i.e. X is CI(d, 6, r ) ; then the covariance
matrix of the cointegral9 vector Zt. is a matrix polynomial of degree
2(d - b) - 1 .
Proof: Obvious from Propositions 1 and 2.
q.e.d.
Example 2. Consider the (bivariate) model given in EG (1987)
= eti, ut2 = [ / / ( / - pL)}et2
Manipulating the expression above we find
8
 This is another instance in which the cointegration literature in econometrics is
ambiguous. In our characterization we require that B ^QB > 0 ; otherwise cointega-
tion becomes precisely collinearity.
9
 It appears that, in the literature, there is no particular term to describe the vector
Zt. . In the spirit of this topic I have come to call it the cointegral vector, as distinct
from the cointegrated vector Xt. .
10
Further simplification yields












Amplifying the statement in Remark 2, we note that the covariance ma-
trix of the process above is not of the form # t = ^(o) + ^ ( l ) ^ with
^o and #i , independent of t. To see this note that imposing the
initial condition Xo. = 0, which implies e_t. = 0 for i > 0, we find
( 2 2 )













7i = 72 =
1 a2<j)u -a<
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 (a-/3)2 l-a(f>u (j>u
It is clear that ^^ is, for each t, of rank 1 and hence singular. The
characteristic vector corresponding to the zero root is (1, a) . Conse-
quently, the cointegral scalar zt = AV(1, a) obeys
Ezt = 0, for all t, Var(zt) = (1, a)^(o)(l, a) = 72,
11
so that it does not have a stationary distribution since its vari-
ance depends on t, through the entity p2. It is evident, however,
that this is due solely to the imposition of initial conditions, and the
fact that the forcing function for the second equation is MA(oo), of a
special form, corresponding to the inverse, or final form representation
of an AR(l) process; it also evident that
,. 1
 r 022
hm p2 = j ' , l i m 7 2 =
1 * t
hm p2 j ' , l i m 7 2 1
t—•oo 1 — p * t—t-oo 1 —
and thus
lim Var(^) = - ^ - (24)
t*oo 1 p*t-*oo
as was to be expected by construction.
Remark 4. As the preceding example makes clear, it is not only conve-
nient but necessary as well, to fix the extent of the moving average in the
forcing function, i.e. to specify a forcing function which is MMA(k).
This, will allow all standard definitions of cointegration to stand without
the complicating features, noted in Remark 2 and illustrated in Exam-
ple 2. Incidentally note that, strictly speaking, in the exposition by EG
(1987) it is not possible to have cointegration, as the term is currently
defined.
Example 3. In light of Remark 4, consider the process X = {Xt. : t G
JV} , given by
K, = (/ - L)2Xt., Y, =
so that we have the representation
k
X't. = 2 ^ ' . ! . - X't_2. x Yl AJe't-j-> Ao = /7, Cov(e't.) = S,
which identifies X as an 1(2) process. Moreover, if we assume he
initial conditions XQ. = X-\. = 0 , we may determine the behavior oi ie
covariance matrix of this 1(2) sequence by the same method as abov-




Cov(<) = Ci(t) (26)
T = l J =
Moreover, it may further be shown that
(27)
r=0 \j=l
- r - r - - r - r - j ) ] ,
k
Lr=O
\ + ArZ.A'T+r)) (28)
which completes the derivation of the covariance matrix of an element of
an 1(2) process with forcing function which is MMA(k).
While the formal derivation is now complete, the representation above
is not particularly informative. To gain some insight into its structure
we note that














Making the change in variable j = r + r, r = r , we note that the range
of the two indices is given by 1 < j < k , 1 < r < j , due to the fact
that r = j — T . In this notation we obtain the representation
(33)
r=0
U S)A^ so that
s=i s=0
C(t) = J2aJB3 + E f t ^ S P ; ^ + Pi-iSAj). (34)
j=0 j=l
Remark 5. In much of the econometrics literature the concept of coin-
tegration is linked to the "long run equilibrium reltionship" among eco-
nomic (mostly macro) variables. While this could possibly be an expla-
nation as to why certain variables may be cointegrated, the concept of
cointegration is basically a mathematical, more precisely a probabilistic
one. In attempting to elucidate the implication of this relationship it
is the mathematical-probabilistic aspects of the definition that are
paramount.
To form some intuition regarding the concept conveyed by cointegra-
tion, it is useful to compare it with collinearity, or linear dependency.
If we rank the "randomness" of an entity by the magnitude of its variabil-
ity, say its variance, a zero mean random vector, say z , with nonsingular
covariance matrix is not "degraded" by a nonsingular linear transfor-
mation. For example, if A is nonsingular, Az still has a nonsingular
covariance matrix. On the other hand, if the covariance matrix is
singular there exists at least one vector, say (3 such that Var(/3 z) = 0;
when this is so, the elements of z are said to be collinear, or to exhibit
linear dependencies, so that the degree of "randomness" of z has been
"degraded". The concept of cointegration conveys a similar notion. For
example, if X is C/(2,1), of (cointegrating) rank 1, it means that the
components of the vector Xt are each 1(2), but there exists a nontriv-
ial vector, say /?, which degrades the randomness of Xt. to 1(1), since
14
Xt.(3 ~ / ( I ) . Similarly if X is C 1(2,2) of (cointegrating) rank 1, there
exists a vector, say 7 such that Xt.~i ~ 1(0), i.e. the linear combination
in question is a square integrable covariance stationary process.
Example 4. Consider the 1(1) process X of Example 1, with a forcing
function which is MMA(k), instead of AfMA(oo), i.e. such that 77,. =
^ j = 0 Aj€t_y . Its covariance matrix, for t > k + 1, is given by
A:
5=1 3=0
Moreover, it is easily shown that
j = \ r=l r = l
(35)
Consequently, we have
C o v ( < ) = (t- k)S0,kXS'0<k + £ 5 0 , r - iS5; r _ 1 . (36)
r = l
Three important implications arise from the representation in Eq. (36).
First, for the /(I) process above to be C / ( l , l , r ) there must exist a
suitably dimensioned matrix B such that S'QkB = 0 and S'OjB ^ 0
for at least one j = 0 ,1 ,3 , . . . k — 1 ; the last condition is automatically
satisfied since it is assumed as a mater of convention and identification
that AQ — Iq.
Second, the process X cannot possibly be cointegrated if k = 0 .
Third, the covariance stationarity of the cointegral vector is easily
demonstrated, by noting that the cointegral vector may be represented 10
as
Z\. = £'£., where (37)
A.—1 it
r=0 r=l





 In the representation below £ or C* 1S a MWN(L)
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which validates the claim that the cointegral process is indeed covari-
ance stationary.
Remark 6. Before we leave this topic we shall (i) clarify the role played
by initial conditions, in the case of an /(1) process whose forcing function
is MMA(oo); (ii) establish the nature of the argument in passing to
the limit for the case where the forcing function is MMA(oo) vis-avis
the case where it is MMA(k); and, finally, (iii) we shall delineate the
similarities and the differences between the two.
To this effect, consider X't. = Yl)=i vij. > Vj. = E S o Aatj_a.. In
contrast to the MMA(k), no matrix As is known a priori to be
zero. As before
Cov(<) = E E^tfj. + E Eri^. = 0,(1) + C2(t).
We note that
t CO OO
CiM = E L E ^ {Ee'j-s-ej-a'.) A's>i nonnull only for s = s'
j = \s=Qs'=0
t j -
,45 (Eej_s.€j-S.) As, and changing the order of summation
j=\ s=0
t-\ t t-\
^— / / / I o I l-j€. • . Ci «. 1 y i — / I C — >^ ) J\C<IJyi„.
/ -/ / -/ \ J -~S' J a I S / J \ I s S
S=0j = 3+l 3=0
Next, we note that
t J-I
2i^J = 2^ 2^ ^ yij-T-7ij- + Vj-Vj-T-) — ^21 (ij + ^22(tj;
;=2r=l
Since C22(0 = C*2i(i) we need only evaluate C2\(t). Thus,
t j —1 co co
t j - l OO
E E E A* (Ee'j-r-i.tj-T-s) A's+T, put , r + s = z, r =
; = 2 T = 1 S = 0
t J - l i
E E E ^'-T (^ei-ieJ-«) ^«' change order of summation
j = 2 t = l T=l
t = i
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It follows, therefore, that
C(t) = C,(t) +
where, now,
j = 0
Comparing to Eqs. (35) and (36), we see that they are basically of the
same form, except that the upper limit of the sums is not truncated at
k. Thus, letting k —> oo cannot be indulged in as an independent
activity. This is due to the nature of the initial conditions we have
imposed. We also have the representation
t-l t-\
^rAr) + ^ 2




If we take the first alternative in the representation of $o,t > w e n e e d t°
invoke the condition just after Eq. (12), or that in footnote 6, in order to
ensure that the cointegral vector is well defined. n This condition was
also noted, in the EG context, by Stock (1987) and Phillips and Solo
(1992). If we take the second alternative, the covariance matrix becomes
t-i
Cov(X't.) = .S'o.t-lDSo^-! + ]C*SO,7-l££otr-i;
r = l
if we assume that the first matrix converges absolutely and, moreover,
that
which is the natural extension of cointegration requirement when the
forcing function is MMA(k), then the second term of the covariance
matrix above must become unbounded as t —• oo. But this would mean
that we could not confidently assert that the cointegral vector has a
bounded, i.e. asymptotically finite, covariance matrix.
11
 Even though this condition resolves the problem for the cointegral vector, the
first term of the covariance matrix remains quite problematic.
17
Thus it would appear that in most of the literature, strictly speaking, all
results are illusory, since they are carried out on the basis of a forcing





where A(L) is a noninvertible operator. In Johansen, the model is
and it is clear that, given the standard initial conditions, the covariance
matrix of the cointegral vector cannot, in either case, have a stationary
form, as is illustrated in Example 2. Evidently, we could avoid all prob-
lems noted above if we amended the definition of cointegration so that
it requires the cointegral vector only to have a bounded (not
a stationary) covariance matrix. This, however, may well create
problems currently unanticipated.
Example 5. If, in Example 4, we take process to be 1(2) and the forcing
function to be MMA(k), the covariance matrix is given by





a , - a J + l = (t - j ) \ 0 < j < k - U (40)
we may rewrite the covariance matrix of Eq. (38) as
) = [a* - (t - k)2)S0,kLS'Qik + § ( t - j)250jS5;,J (41)
it being understood that Pj_i = 0, for j < 1
18
We conclude this example by giving a representation of the covariance
matrix of 7(2) processes with forcing function MMA(k), for A: = 0 , 1 , 2 .
For k = 0 we have
^ + ' f + 1 ) S , (42)
and hence there is no cointegration except in the form of collinear-
ity.
For k = 1 we find
) = a0B0 + alBl + MA^Po + Po^A) (43)
* ( * + ! ) , . t(t-l) ,
H 9 AQLAQ A\luAx,
and again there is no cointegration except in the form of collinearity.
For k = 2 we obtain from Eq. (41)
Cov{X't.) = a0B0 + ctxBi + a2B2 + A ^ S ^ + AQS^I) (44)
To facilitate the simplification of the equation above we note that
A,EAQ + AoS/li = Bt - A!Ei4i (45)
and moreover that the coefficient of ,32 is given by
77 = SoiZS^-SoiZS'oi+iAo + A^ZiAo + A^'-2A2ZA'2-AoZA'o.
(46)
Noting that B2 = So<2YiSO2 — So^T,Sol , the covariance matrix in Eq.
(43) may be written as
0 = aoBo + axBx + (a2 + /^ 2)B2 + ^ ( ^ - '
+ 82(A0 + A2)S(A0 + A,)' - 202A2
i [(a, + A) - (a2 a
+ A2)' (47)
-2/32A2ZA'2 - PxAiEA + (a0 - «i - A - ;
Evaluating the coefficients we obtain
(4g )
2)A2EA'2 - t-^^-AlEA'l + (2t -
19




Two observations are worthwhile. First, it is possible for the process to
be C7(2, l , r ) but not C7(2,2,r) , except in the case of collinearity;
this is so since there is no distinct constant term, and the last term is
(2t — 1)E, due to the fact that v40 = Iq • Thus C7(2,2,7-) is possible
only through collinearity. The second observation is to note the really
special conditions required for C / ( 2 , l , r ) , even in the case k = 2. In
particular, it is required that the cointegrating matrix, say B, be in
the null space of 5o,2 and contain the common characteristic vectors
of the (four) matrices in round brackets; moreover the corresponding
characteristic roots of the two pairs of matrices must be multiples of
each other, by a factor of two!
2.4 Restatement of EG Results
The problem as set forth in the paper by EG is roughly speaking as
follows.
Let X = {Xt. : t G .V} be a stochastic sequence defined on the proba-
bility space ( n , A, V), where Xt. is a q-element row vector and N




where e = {et. : t G M) a MWN{H). We remind the reader that by
convention Co = Iq. For the right member of Eq. (50) to have meaning,
we require
liQIKoo, M)
in which case the right member converges absolutely with probabi ,y
one. In this context, we probe the question of what are the implications
of asserting that X ~ C/( l , l , r ) , r < q. The reason we feel it nee s-
sary to restate the EG results is, first, to compare their findings with ours
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and, secondly, in order to provide a simpler and more complete proof of a
very widely quoted result whose original proof contains a number of mis-
prints, errors or misstatements which make its comprehension difficult.
A number of these considerations are given in Remark 7, below.
Remark 7. As pointed out above, and not meaning any derogation of
the seminal nature of that paper, Engle and Granger (1987) contains
several misstatements and incongruities that ought not to exist in so
widely quoted a source. Here, we provide a restatement of the EG ressults
that does not exhibit these incongruities. For example, the definition of
integrated processes, in EG p. 252, is too restrictive. If, in the scalar
case, (I — L)dxt = ]C^o ajet-j, such that Yl^Lo \aj\ < °° •> the right hand
side represents a regular (purely nondeterministic) process, a formulation
found very frequently in applications. On the other hand, it is not always
possible for such processes to have a rational representation. This would
require the otj above, to contain only n+m free parameters, where
n is the order of the autoregression, and m the order of the
moving average. On the other hand if solving the problem requires
certain restrictions, they should be imposed in a manner in which their
necessity and usefulness are evident, and not through the back door as it
were. Also the terminology " ..with no deterministic component . ." in
the definition is confusing. In fact, the representation in Eq. (3.1) of EG
p. 255, has nothing to do with the Wold decomposition; it has to do with
the requirement that the spectral density of (/ — L)dxt, in the example
above, be positive a.e., and have a unilateral Fourier series representation.
(see Proposition 3 of Ch. 1, in Dhrymes, (1994), unpublished.)
The statement in EG Eq. (3.3) p. 255, is in error; it should be
A(L)(I — L)x\. — d(L)et.. Moreover, the statement u.. d(I) is finite ..",
is correct but incomplete. In fact d(I) = 0 .
Lemma 1 is totally unnecessary.
On p. 258 the statement "Since C(B) has full rank and equals 1^ at
B = 0 , its inverse (italics added) [at B = 0] is .4(0) which is also / v ,"
is in error; C(L) cannot be of full rank, and does not have an inverse.
This is obvious since |C(Z,)| = d(L) and moreover, \C(I)\ = 0 by the
cointegration assumption. For example, take the simple case
C(L) = [B(L)]-lA(L), B(L) = Iq - BXL, A(L) = Iq - AXL.
For C(L) to be well defined, we require the characteristic roots of B\,
which are the inverse of the roots of \Iq — Bxz\ = 0, to be less than one in
modulus; for C(L) to be invertible, we further require the characteristic
roots of A\, which are the inverse of the roots of \Iq — A\z\ — 0, to
be less than one in modulus as well. Notice that, in either case, no
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characteristic root of A<[ , or B\ is zero or unity. Thus, there exist
nonsingular matrices Q,, i — 1,2, such that
and C(I) cannot be of rank q — r, r > 0, as required by the
cointegration assumption. The same is true for more general (infinite
series) operators as well. For example in the EG context discussed in
Theorem 1, below, if C(L) were an absolutely convergent operator we
may truncate it at some term, say CM , where N is very large; this
enables us to deal with C(L) as if it were a polynomial operator of
finite degree. The condition |C(/) | = 0, implies that the operator has
a unit root. This is so since putting d(L) = |C(L)| implies d(I) =
0. Moreover, if A, are the characterisitc roots of C(L) then, by the
fundamental theorem of algebra d(L) = Y['iLi(I ~ A,-L) and d(I) = 0
implies FL-iO ~~ ^i) = 0, so that the inverse of d(L) is not defined.
Thus, C(L) cannot possibly be invertible.
Theorem 1 (Engle and Granger). Let X = {X't. : t 6 Af] be a stochas-
tic sequence defined on the probability space (17 , A, V ), and suppose
it is of the form12
|| C,-||< oo. (52)
3=0 j=0
Moreover, let X ~ C/ ( l , l , r ) , and /3 be a q x r matrix containing the
r linearly independent cointegrating vectors, such that Zt. = Xt.(3 is
(covariance) stationary; the following statements are true:
i. there exists a representation 13
ii. rank[C(/)] = q — r, q > r ;
iii. X has a representation as VARMA(oo, oo);14 specifirilly let
12
 The only restriction on the generality of the results here, is that the sta.., ;narity
of the differenced process (/ — L)Xt. , is rendered in the form of a general *iear
process, or MMA(oo). As we had seen earlier, such a formulation creates pr ms
of interpretation of the results thus obtained. Nonetheless, for our purposes h we
deem it necessary to follow the practice in EG of dealing with the issue indireci.y.
13
 In the macroeconometric literature this is referred to, in the scalar case, as the
Beveridge-Nelson decomposition.
14
 VARMA(p, q) stands for vector autoregressive (of order p ) moving average (of
order q).
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d(L) = \C(L)\, and H(L) be the adjoint of15 C(L) = [crS{L)},
cr3(L) = YI'JLQ ciJJL3:, where cj.-7^ is the ?*, 5 element of the matrix
Cj • Then
H(L)(I-L)X't.=d(L)Iq6t., d(I) = 0:
iv. the operator C*(L) does not have a unit root;
v. there exist matrices (3, T of dimension q x r and rank r such
that
c(/)'/9 = o, c(/)r = o, H(i) = rp'1
and moreover, //(0) = Iq;16
vi. there exists an error correction representation,
- L)X't. = -rz't_v + b(L)et.: '7 (53)
Proof: By long division (of the type one learns in elementary school),
with C(n)(L) = Yl%oCn-jLri~3 as the dividend, and L - / as the
divisor, we obtain
C(n)(/) = 2^ C ,^ as the remainder,
n-l /n-l-j
) i a s ^ e quotient, so that
j=o \ ,=o
C(n)(L) = C(n)(/) + f)
In the preceding, C*JL) cannot have a unit root, for otherwise we
can repeat the process, thus obtaining cointegration of order higher than
one. By a limiting process, i.e. letting n —• oo , part i. is proved with18
j=Q j=Q \ t=0
15
 An easily accessible, and not very technical treatment of polynomial lag operators
in a scalar and matrix form may be found in the author's, Dhrymes (1970), chapter
12; Dhrymes (1971), chapter 2; Dhrymes (1978), ssecond ed. (1984), chapter 5.
16
 While it is common in the econometrics literature to regard entities like H(I) and
H(Q), or C(I) and C(0) as matrices, in fact such entities are (matrix) lag operators.
More precisely what we mean by the statement H(Q) = lq is that HQ = lq .
17The statement of this in EG Eq. (3.4) p. 256, is mistaken; the error process
cannot possibly be the same as in EG Eq. (3.3) p. 255, which itself contains a
misprint by omitting the factor (1 — B) , in the notation of that paper.
18
 For the cointegral vector, Zt. — XtP, to be well defined we must require that
C*^)^. is well defined, in the sense that we have a.c. convergence. This is so since
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To prove ii. consider the representation
(/ - L)X[. = C(I)tt. + (/ - L)C(L)e't. (54)
premultiply by i3' , and define Xt.j3 = Zt. . By the cointegrating as-
sumption, Zt. is an r -element row vector whose elements are jointly
stationary. Thus, in
(/ - L)Z't. = $'C{I)tt. + (/ - L)p'C(L)6t., (55)
we conclude that 0 C(I) = 0 , and that /3 C*(L)e't. represents a station-
ary process; moreover since rank(/3) = r , we conclude that rank[C(/)] =
q — r , completing the proof of ii.
To prove iii. we note that H{L) has elements which are determinants
of q — 1 -dimensioned submatrices of C(L); since
II C i l l < ~ , a n d \ \ C . \ \ \ \ C r \ \ < ( \ / 2 ) [ \ \ C . \ \ 2 + \\Cr\\2]
j=0
we conclude that the elements of H(L) are well defined. Since H(L)
is the adjoint of C(L), we have H(L)C(L) = d(L)Iq. Premultiplying
Eq. (54) by H(L) we find
H(L)(I - L)X't. = d{L)Iqtt. = d(L)e't.. (56)
which is seen to represent X as a MARMA(oo,oo) process, and thus
concludes the proof of iii.
The proof of iv. follows immediately from the argument above, but
we may amplify as follows. Note that, if we employ the long division of
part i with the divisor (/ — L)2, we should find
C(L) = R(L) + ( / - L ) 2 C M ( L ) ,
where R(L) — RQ + RXL . What the reader may not realize is that we
can attain the same result by dividing C*(L), as defined in i., again by
(/ — L), thus obtaining
C(L) = C(I) + (/ - L)C*(I) + (/ - L)2C**{L).19
the cointegral vector will turn out to involve the operator 0 C*{L) . Thus, en
we have no a priori knowledge, say, that C, = 0 , for i > N , the existence c ie
cointegral vector entails the condition J27=o II ^7 ll< °° > which is more string -at
than the mutatis mutandis equivalent condition given just after Eq. (12). This asDect
of the EG argument was also noted in Stock (1987), as well as Phillips and > ;o
(1992).
19
 Again we have to assume at least that YlTLo II C*m \\< oo .
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Comparing with the previous result we have
If X ~ C7(2,2,r), ^#C*(/) = 0, as well as tl'C(I) = 0. Since, in fact,
X ~ / ( I ) , we must conclude that fi'C*(I) ^ 0, and thus C*{L) does
not have a unit root. 20
To prove v, we note that by the arguments in the proof of iii and
iv, the dimension of the row, as well as column, null space of C(I) is
r; by the cointegration assumption f3 spans (is a basis for) the row
null space. Moreover, there must exist r linearly independent vectors
in the column null space, which thus, span (form a basis for) that
space. Let these vectors be denoted by the q x r matrix F. Finally,
C(I)H(I) = d(I) = 0, and we see that / /( /) is in the column null
space of C(I); moreover C{L)H(L) = H(L)C(L), so that we also have
H(I)C(I) = 0 and thus, / /(/) is in the row null space of C(I) as
well. We conclude therefore that H(I) = Tj3 . In view of the standard
conventions regarding normalization, d(0) = 1 and consequently, from
C(L)H(L) = d(L)Iq, we obtain C{0)H(0) = d(0)Iq; since by convention
C(0) = Iq we conclude //(0) = Iq, completing the proof of v.
To prove vi, we begin with the result of part iii., so that we have
H(L)(I - L)X\, = d(L)e't.. Adding # ( / ) ( / - L)X't. to both sides we find
H(L) + H(I) = A{L), b(L) =
A(L){I-L)Xt. = -rz;_1. + 6(L)c/t.. (57)
q.e.d.
2.5 Previous Empirical Implementations
EG essentially recommend an implementation of the preceding through
the covariance matrix
^X'X, X = (Xt.)t t = l , 2 , . . . , r . (58)
20
 In EG it is implied that C*(L) is invertible. Whether this is so or not, is not
the issue. The point is that the argument as exhibited does not support this
conclusion. The fact that 0 C*(I) ^ 0, need only mean that the row spaces of
C(I) and C*(I) have only the zero vector in common! It definitely does not imply
that |C*(/)| ^ 0 . In fact, here the argument is precisely the opposite to that made
just before the statement of the theorem, viz. that invertibility is invalidated by the
condition |C*(/)| = 0; conversely, it is established if |C*(/)| ^ 0. Incidentally,
this indicates that the term unit roots is overused. In some cases they may "cause"
invertibility problems, while in others they may "cause" unboundednes of variance
problems!
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This suggestion was later amplified and modified in Watson (1987), Stock
and Watson (1989), and ultimately by Johansen (1988), Johansen and
Joselius (1990), and Johansen (1992), (J), whose approach is to embed
the problem in a noninvertible VAR model, j's approach leads to canon-
ical variates or reduced rank regression methods.
EG originally suggested that the cointegrating vectors be obtained
as the characteristic vectors corresponding to the r smallest (or zero?)
roots of MT but they had no convincing justification for that. In Stock
(1987) we have a clearer explication of the processes, while in Stock and
Watson (1989) we have a more complex and rather opaque justification
for the estimation (and test) of cointegration (vectors), involving "com-
mon trends". Finally, in Johansen we place the problem in the context
of a vector autoregressive model (of order p) to begin with (which is
not subject to test), and in the context of this maintained hypoth-
esis we maximize the underlying ''concentrated" LF with respect to the
(columns of the) matrix B. The mechanics of this operation are sim-
ilar to those involved in extracting canonical variates from two sets
of residuals: the residuals in the regression of (a) AXt. and (b) Xt_p.
on AXt-\., AXt-2-, • •' lAXt-p+i.. In the J framework, the process of
extracting canonical variates stops when one encounters a zero charac-
teristic root.21 Moreover, in the J procedure, if no characteristic roots
are zero we may define q pairs of canonical variates, and thus conclude
that we have no cointegration; if some roots, say r , may be asserted
to be null, we have cointegration of rank q — r . Alternatively, we
are asking whether in a (random) linear representation of the two sets of
residuals, the matrix connecting them is of full or reduced rank. If the
rank is maximally q but the actual rank is </ — /", we have cointe-
gration of rank q — r. If the rank in question is the maximal possible,
we do not have cointegration, but only in the sense that the
series in question are 7(0) . The connection between reduced rank
regressions and the problem of canonical variates was first noted by An-
derson (1951), (1976), Izenman (1975), and Tso (1981). Notice further
that acceptance of cointegration, in this context, need not imply what is
21
 This aspect of J s procedure is simply imposed by convention, when in i ct
there is nothing in the problem to justify it. We shall take up this issue in a subsequei
paper, where we shall argue that the J procedure is useful only in determining th:
cointegration vectors, when it is known that we have cointegration of rank r ana
r is known, but is otherwise quite useless, and in fact it is misleading, as a tesi
whether cointegration exists, or as a test to determine the rank of cointegration. As
currently practiced, this approach can never reject cointegration, unless it concludes
that the series in question are 7(0); in other words, it can only produce the outcomes:
cointegration of rank r < q , or the series are 7(0). It can never produce the outome:
the series are 7(1), but there is no cointegration.
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commonly understood by the term, viz. that having dealt with a number
of 7(1) variables we have now discovered precisely those linear combina-
tions that represent nontrivial relationships among them, and which are
7(0). Indeed, in this context, the 7(1) character of the series is given
a priori and the only question the test seeks to settle is whether such
series are cointegrated. In practice, however, such results, far from es-
tablishing cointegration in the generally understood sense, may simply be
a reflection of those found by Stone (1947), and discussed in the author's
early work Dhrymes (1970).
3 A New Test for Cointegration
The test suggested by the discussion in this paper, rests on the devel-
opment in sections 2.2 and 2.3. As in the previous literature, we shall
primarily derive a test for cointegration in 7(1) processes, and merely
indicate the analogous procedure for 7(2) and higher order processes.
It is certainly not our intention here to compare intensively the estima-
tors proposed by EG (1987), Stock (1987), Stock and Watson (1989), or
Johansen (1988), (1992), Johansen and Juselius (1990), to mention but
a few, to the estimator implied by the preceding discussion. Here we
shall merely formulate the test and indicate, in broad outline, its distri-
butional characteristics; in a subsequent paper, we shall investigate more
thoroughly the implied test, the distribution of the relevant test statistic,
and compare it in terms of these aspects to the set of tests just noted.
We begin by noting that, from previous discussions, we had estab-
lished that if we specify the forcing function to be MMA(k) ll we have
t-\
Cov(X't.) = ^ S o , r Z S O y r , \ i t < k (59)
r=O
k-\
= (* - k)So,kES'Oik + Yl So,rZS'^r, if t > k + 1, or
r=O
= t(so.kzs'QM)+D, D = x :
r=0
Our objective is to test whether the matrix 5o,jt25o k is nonsingular; if it
is, there is no cointegration; if it is not, the components of the vector
22
 Note that in this framework, k need not be known, since what matters is that it
is finite and not its numerical magnitude.
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Xt. are cointegrated, with cointegrating rank say r , and the cointe-
grating matrix is the matrix of characteristic vectors corresponding
to the r smallest (zero) characteristic roots. Unfortunately, such
cointegrating vectors are not unique subject to a normalization, as is
usually the case with characteristic vectors. If the reader requires a ra-
tionale for this result, set up the following problem:
Minimize j3'(So,kZS'Otk)l3, subject to j3'j3 = \. (60)
Since the minimand is bounded below by zero, the global minimum is
attained if we can find a vector that attains this value, which leads us to
consider the equation
|A/? — S'o.fcE'S'ojfel = 0.
Evidently, if X\ , /3.\ is a pair of characteristic root and associated char-
acteristic vector, they obey
Consequently, we choose Ai = 0 . We may do so again trying to deter-
mine another vector (3 that minimizes the expression in Eq. (60), subject
to the same normalization and 0 fi.\ = 0. Alternatively, we may set up
the general problem as follows:
Minimize tvB'(So^S'ok)B, subject to B' B = Ir. (61)
If we write the characteristic roots in terms of increasing order of mag-
nitude, the solution to this problem entails the characteristic vectors
corresponing to the r smallest roots and
B'(So^Sok)B = A(r), A(r) = diag(Ai,A2,..., Ar).
If Ar = 0, the value of the minimand is zero, but it may very well be
that Ar+i = 0 as well, so that it becomes clear that the problem has not
been defined very well. Consequently, the formulation becomes
Find a matrix, B, of maximal rank such that it minimizes
trB'{So,kZS'o,k)B, subject to B'B = I. (62)
The test suggested by this procedure is the following: Find an (at least
asymptotically unbiased) estimator of So,k%S'ok ; find the maximal num-
ber of zero characteristic roots, and their associated characteristic vec-
tors, say the (column) vectors in B. Unfortunately, even though nor-
malized characteristic vectors are generally unique subject to normal-
ization, those corresponding to zero roots are not unique! If Br , a matrix
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of dimension q x r is such a matrix, then so is BrQ, where Q is any
nonsingular matrix. Thus, it may be argued that what one finds by such
a procedure is only a basis of the null space of 5o,feE5o<fc.23 To find
the maximal number of zero characteristic roots24 proceed as follows:
extract characteristic roots in decreasing order of magnitude, testing for
zero, and stop at the first acceptance. The characteristic vectors cor-
responding to this root as well as the remaining roots constitute the
(maximal rank) estimator of the matrix of cointegrating vectors.
The particular estimator proposed for So^SQk is
whose expectation is
EMT = -VESo,* + f^ E 7) D- (64)
Since the last term behaves like \nT/T, it follows that Mr is an asymp-
totically unbiased estimator of So,k^SQk. It is further conjectured
that the limiting distribution of Mr is
QA(1/2) Qfl[i5(r)£'(r)]rfr) \W*Q\ where 4> = QAQ\ $ = ) , k 1
and B is a vector standard Brownian motion (VSBM), or a slight variant
of it. It is further conjectured that the limiting distribution of
Mi=j^X'X, X = (Xt.), t = U2 T, (65)
whose limiting expectation is only one half of So^Y>Sok , is given by
Q\(1/2)(J\B(T)B'(T)}CIT}AW2)Q\ where * = QAQ', * = SQ^ES^,
23
 This feature of cointegrating vectors is also pointed out in Johansen (1991), al-
though the context there is quite different.
24
 Because many canned software is programed to extract roots sertaiim beginning
with the largest root, we state the testing procedures as proceeding from the largest
to the smallest roots. If the number of zero roots is rather small it would be preferable
to proceed from the smallest to the largest. In this case the test procedure would be:
test for zero, beginning with the smallest root and stop a t the first rejection of the
hypothesis.
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The reason for preferring, at this stage, Mr to M? is that the former,
on the average gives a "'cleaner'' estimator of <I> than does the latter,
owing to the fact that
EMT = * + D (jf'tjl, EMr=(^Pj*+{-D. (66)
Oddly enough the preceding suggests an informal unit root test, that ties
the current discussions of cointegration to the phenomena discussed in
R. A. Stone (1947). To facilitate this task, let
X*. =-j=Xt., X* = (X*.), t = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , T ,
and note that if we define Mj in terms of X*, the cointegration pro-
cedure involves the extraction of, and tests on, the smallest roots. If we
define Mr in terms of X , we have the procedure Stone employed for
determining the number of "significant" principal components or, con-
versely, the extent of the near singularity of the covariance matrix of the
vector Xt., when the latter is assumed to be an 7(0) process!
3.1 Cointegration and Stone's Procedure
To distinguish the two procedures let
X* = NX, N = d i a g ( r ( 1 / 2 ) ) , t = 1,2,3, . . . , T (67)
and define
MT,(o) = ^X'X, MT,(1) = ±X'N2X. (68)
Stone's procedure, dressed up in contemporary clothing, entails the deter-
mination of the dimension of the null space of the expectation of MT,(O) ,
on the assumption that Xt. is an 7(0) process; cointegration, on the
other hand involves the determination of the dimension of the null space
of MT,{\), on the assumption that Xt. is an 7(1) process.
It is clear that the two procedures are connected and, moreover, it
is intuitively clear that if, following Stone,25 we establish near collinear-
ity, we would also expect to establish near cointegration. Thus apart
25
 Stone examined 17 US macro series and concluded that the(ir) first principal
component "explained" about .8076 of the trace of the (sample) covariance matrix
of these series; the second component .1059 and the third .0609, or together, they
accounted for .9744 of the trace of their (sample) covariance matrix, or the sum of
their sample variances. If we are satisfied that the remaining roots are insignificantly
different from zero, the null space of the covariance matrix of the 17 random variables
in question in 13! See, for example the citation on Stone, or Dhrymes (1970), p. 64.
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from the formal tests that may be carried out, as a practical matter,
once near collinearity is established there is no point in proceeding with
cointegration tests!
We formalize this discussion below.
Proposition 3. Consider the matrices Mr,(i), i = 0,1 , of the previous
discussion; the matrix MT,(O) — A^T,(I) > conditionally on the sample, is
positive semidefinite.
Proof: Neglecting the factor (1/X1) we find
X ' X - X ' N 2 X = X ' P X , P = d i ^ ! ), * , , ,
Since P > 0, it follows that X'PX > 0.
q.e.d.
Corollary 2. If, conditionally on the sample, MT,(O) has r0 roots that
obey Xj ' < 8 then there exist 7'i > TQ characteristic roots of MT,(I) ,
say \W such that A^ < 8.
Proof: We note, Bellman (1960) p. 115, that since
X'X = X'N2X + X'PX, (69)
and both matrices on the right are at least positive semidefinite, it follows
that
AJ>AJ-1J, j = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , ? . (70)
It follows, therefore, that
A ^ A f U * , j = l,2,3,...,r0. (71)
q.e.d.
Remark 8. Evidently, the implications to be derived from Corollary
2, above are suggestive, but not conclusive. More work is required to
establish the limiting distribution of the roots of MT,(O) and MT,(I) and
the connection between them, noting the different null hypotheses that
characterize such tests. Such issues as well as comparisons of the pro-
cedure suggested above relative to those currently in the literature for
cointegration tests, will be explored at a subsequent paper.
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